
Frequently Asked Questions

How has the Private Attorney General Act (PAGA) turned into a tool for shakedowns enabling trial lawyers to 
make billions?
California’s Private Attorney General Act (PAGA) allows private attorneys to file lawsuits in the name of the state 
against businesses for alleged labor code violations and collect fees for themselves. These violations are often 
minor, technical errors that do not result in any lost wages to employees. Lawyers siphon off one-third of all 
settlements, turning PAGA into a very lucrative business for trial lawyers.

PAGA lawsuits can be filed on behalf of a single employee representing a group of employees without their 
knowledge or consent. And – unlike class action suits, the employee does not need to demonstrate or prove that 
the error caused any harm whatsoever.

How do trial lawyers weaponize minor, technical errors – such as a typo on a paycheck – to shakedown small 
businesses, non-profits, health and social service providers and others for millions?
With California’s 1,000+ page labor code, a lawyer simply needs to find one employee and one tiny error – like a 
typo on a paystub – to create their own payday. No one has to have lost wages or been harmed by these errors in 
order to file a lawsuit. By alleging a technical error, that lawyer gets access to extensive pay data and discovery to 
identify additional technical errors and seek penalties for all employees, and those penalties can be stacked on top 
of each other. What began as a typo on a paycheck can cost employers millions – while workers walk away with 
very little.

How much have PAGA shakedowns and settlements cost since 2016?
PAGA settlements have exploded in the last 7 years, and that number is expected to double in the next 5 years. 
How did we get to $8 billion today? There are several reasons:

Penalty Stacking: Trial attorneys look for “penalty stacking” – referring to the “stacking” of multiple civil penalties in 
the same pay period. This stacking compounds across multiple pay periods and multiple employees, bloating the 
size of settlements employers pay out.

Repeated Hits: Many businesses are re-targeted by trial lawyers after setting a PAGA claim. There is no limit to the 
number of PAGA claims that can be filed against an employer. With billions of dollars on the table, trial lawyers will 
go after the same employer multiple times to continue to get large payouts.

Targeting Industries: Trial lawyers have honed their craft on making the most they can on PAGA cases. They 
identify industries that have companies or nonprofits that employ many employees and will move from employer to 
employer in the industry, hitting as many businesses as they can.

The easy incentive for trial lawyers to slap a PAGA claim on businesses has turned PAGA into a cash cow that 
benefits them rather than a tool to hold employers accountable. If nothing changes, the current trajectory of PAGA 
filings show a bleak future: doubling to $16 billion in the next 5 years.



How much do these shakedowns further cost businesses beyond the $8 billion in PAGA settlements?
$8 billion is just the floor, not the ceiling. There is no telling how large PAGA’s true impact has been, or how much it 
has cost California employers and workers.

That’s because state data does not include cases settled out of court by employers trying to avoid protracted 
litigation. Trial attorneys can threaten PAGA penalties to shakedown companies without needing to spend a single 
day in court – or reporting settlements to the state.

With zero data and zero transparency, there is no telling how many billions trial lawyers have pocketed from 
employers under PAGA.

How are workers being hurt by PAGA lawsuits?
It is clear from state data that employees have worse outcomes under PAGA versus cases handled by the LWDA.

Longer Waits: State data shows that it takes nearly two years for PAGA cases to be resolved – almost twice as long 
as cases decided by the state.

Smaller Awards: Despite case settlements being on average 30% larger under PAGA, the average employee award 
is 4.5 times less than the payout they receive under cases decided by the state. That’s not surprising considering 
that attorneys receive one-third of settlements.

Even the Labor Commissioner’s office recognizes PAGA is failing workers, saying “the substantial majority of 
proposed private court settlements in PAGA cases reviewed by the (PAGA) Unit fell short of protecting the 
interests of the state and workers.”

Aren’t employers already permanently funding the Labor & Workforce Development Agency (LWDA)?
Yes. PAGA was originally passed in 2004 in response to concerns over the California Labor Commissioner’s office 
being insufficiently resourced, but the Labor Commissioner’s office now has a dedicated, permanent funding source 
paid for by employers through assessments on their workers’ comp policies. Additionally, the LWDA has almost 
$250 million in a dedicated fund for education and enforcement.

Regardless of the intent of PAGA when it was created, the law has become a bounty hunter boon to trial lawyers 
instead of protecting workers. Employers and employees both see worse outcomes under PAGA cases – the only 
winners are trial lawyers.

Reforming PAGA to eliminate the incentive for trial lawyers to easily shakedown businesses will mean much fewer 
minor error claims and it will enable the LWDA do better by workers and go after the real bad actors.

Are large companies the only organizations impacted by PAGA suits?
No. Anyone with employees is impacted by PAGA.

Whether you have 3 or 3,000 employees, whether you are a non-profit, or family-owned – anyone can be targeted 
by a PAGA suit. And there is no limit to how many times a business can be sued under PAGA – most businesses are 
often hit again after settling a PAGA claim. The more employees you have, the higher target you become.



Are there any exempted industries under PAGA?
There are just two industries that the Legislature carved out of PAGA. Janitorial employees and the construction 
industry are both exempt from PAGA suits if they are under a collective bargaining agreement.

These unions sought out exemptions and carveouts because they recognize that PAGA puts “enormous pressure 
on employers to settle claims regardless of the validity of those claims,” as one bill author puts it.

What are the proposed reforms supported by the Stop the Shakedowns coalition? What issues does the 
coalition engage on?
The Stop the Shakedowns coalition engages in public education, advocating for legislation, and litigation to achieve 
meaningful PAGA reforms that create better outcomes for workers and businesses. We believe any PAGA reform must:

• Put workers’ claims back in the hands of independent regulators, not self-interested attorneys

• Hold bad actors accountable and improve awards to harmed workers

 » Double penalties for willful violations, but eliminate stacking of penalties

 » Direct 100% of penalty payments to the employee, instead of giving the bulk of the money to the state

• Reduce unnecessary litigation against employers with outrageous claims for attorney’s fees

• Protect existing rights to appeal Labor Commissioner decisions to superior court

https://stopshakedowns.com/

